HOW PEOPLE HEAR YAHWEH
October 4, 2022
9:23 a.m.
This is going to shake up a lot of people.
“Lead us and guide us, Lord.”
“I can hear Yahweh.”
“I heard the Lord say….”
“The Lord told me to tell you.….”
YAHWEH IS LEADING:
What people tend to say they hear: how much of that is really from Yahweh? How much
of their hearing would be from the person living under their emotional branding? They
say Yahweh told them something, yet I did not speak to them. They want to feel that
they have this certain connection with Me just as a prophet of old did, yet they do not.
They want to be like the apostles of Scripture, but are they willing to say that what they
say in My name is Scripture?
I make you do this with the giving of The Altar, for if Yahweh is talking and giving an
authoritative stance, what is stated must be viewed as hearing from Yahweh as if living
during biblical times.
Did I say to close the canon? Did I say that I no longer speak? Did I say these things?
“Do not add to the book” is not referring to a compilation of Books that make up the
Bible. Certain early church elders put certain Books they claimed as all I said as a
compilation of doctrine to follow. But weren’t there Books within that plan that were later
taken away?
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Aren’t there debates that certain writers did not state all that is written, especially when
it comes to certain religious traditions? They say that a particular Scripture was “added
later and was not included in the original text.” Does that make that verse not originally
stated in the original manuscript a man-made addition? Wouldn’t that added verse cause
people to doubt the other portions?
They say, “someone added that little note later to the Scriptures.” Isn’t that casting doubt
on all of the written Word being verifiable? They say certain charismatic movements
would take one or two Scripture verses and make up a doctrine to live with as a
unbreakable law. Well, aren’t certain cessationists following Paul’s words as if they are
unbreakable? Yahweh is not able to give a new plan overruling what once was due to the
dogmatic view.
Take your way, for example: you are a woman from birth. You are with female organs,
and there is a view that you cannot speak anything in the name of the Lord. This is the
way of certain ones who follow the writings of Paul, having women stay silent in the
churches. But later, doesn’t Paul work with women?
What is the base of the separation, keeping women silent in the churches, submissive to
the male? The early churches came into setting up with a Pharisee (Saul) turned follower
(Paul). How could Paul’s previous training and upbringing be erased from memory
through salvation? Name Me one person who became a follower of King Jesus, who lost
their memory, who became a robot. There is no one. This is why a person may become
a Christian and still wrestle with former dealings.
I gave Paul permission to say his will and make it a protocol in which the churches
submitted into. I dealt with a culture that could not bend from the living of keeping
women under the curse given in Genesis. Pay close attention. Deborah, the female
prophet, also a judge, would have been viewed as out of submissive ways if she became
a prophet and a birthed forth ruler in Paul’s day. Paul would not have given her a
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placement. And Paul would have been put in his place through discipline for not yielding
to what leader I yield forward in the current need.
See it? Paul gave two or three Scriptures to place a woman under a submissive way in
church dealings as if she was yielding to married ways in her home. Paul gave household
order in the church gathering. And this is why the Pastor office is yielded to the male. It’s
solely based on yielding the household order of protection and covering in the church
plan.
“Pastor” equals “covering and protector.” But would a man in his home keep his female
wife from speaking? Would he say, “keep silent and keep your opinion to yourself”? What
good would that do? It would bring resentment. The woman would hate being with any
male and would continually aim to overstep what the covering should look like. See it?
The pastor is the church covering. That is the reason I gave an allowance that kept a
woman under the covering. But does that state that she is dumb and cannot give any
leading? No. But I will not give approval for a woman to become a co-pastor just due to
her husband being a pastor. What other office gifts give “co” plans? None of them. So, I
will not honor a co-pastor position.
You are a woman who has female organs. I must say it that way; society is confused.
Who is the author of confusion? Yahweh brings Kingdom order, not dogmatic laws that
hurt the body. But is Yahweh only love, or will Yahweh’s nature include raw judgment?
Before the fall, how was Kingdom order implemented? Be fruitful, multiply, replenish the
earth. Govern. But what was different before the fall? There was no leading of one over
the other, not in a warring or usurping plan.
(26) Then God said, “Let us make man in Our image, after Our likeness.
And let them have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of
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the heavens and over the livestock and over all the earth and over every
creeping thing that creeps on the earth.”
(27) So God created man in His own image,
in the image of God He created him;
male and female He created them.
(28) And God blessed them. And God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply
and fill the earth and subdue it, and have dominion over the fish of the sea
and over the birds of the heavens and over every living thing that moves
on the earth.”
—Genesis 1:26-28 ESV
YAHWEH LEADS IT:
Male and female were created in the image of God, but that doesn’t make you a lowercase
god. I redeemed you from the fall, which includes the curses. Through the blood of King
Jesus, don’t you now have eternal life? The curse of death is still leading in natural
dealings, but in spirit ways, life comes from being connected to the Vine (Jesus).
They say, “a person is too minor (little old them) to break a covenant of salvation.”
I keep those who would make a choice to stay. But would a choice to return to sinful
living be removed? What did I yield to Adam and the order he gave to his female wife?
(16) And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, “You may surely eat
of every tree of the garden, (17) but of the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat of it you shall surely
die.”
—Genesis 2:16-17 ESV
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YAHWEH SPEAKS IT:
Would I make “little old” Adam and Eve stay joined in a Kingdom order with how they
both made a choice to walk away? One act gave them a spiritual separation from Yahweh.
When they ate from the forbidden tree and fruit, their eyes were opened, but I did not
bring forth the other curses (Genesis 3:14-19) until after I spoke it. But with the eating
of the forbidden fruit, spiritual separation took way instantly.
Now, look at how the grace-laden church culture carries its ugly way. They say, “Let’s
view whatever filth we choose. Let’s dabble in witchcraft, and let’s sin continually. Yahweh
gives us His grace. No one can snatch us out of His hand.”
Should I look at how there was an instant separation between God and His male and
female creation within a one-action of sinful living and give the people of today a break
to continually sin, serve Satan, and say they are still in My hand? Look at it: what
happened at the eating of the forbidden tree and fruit?
(6) So when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it
was a delight to the eyes, and that the tree was to be desired to make one
wise, she took of its fruit and ate, and she also gave some to her husband
who was with her, and he ate. (7) Then the eyes of both were opened, and
they knew that they were naked. And they sewed fig leaves together and
made themselves loincloths.
—Genesis 3:6-7 ESV
YAHWEH IS LEADING:
They became spiritually dead upon eating of the fruit. But then I came and visited them.
They heard Me with them, walking in the garden. They hid from Me. Even in this fallen
state, they could hear Me. They heard Me walking in the garden. Both heard Me. And I
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dealt with both of them. The male took in the curses. The woman took in curses. And the
serpent also did.
And think on this; I verbally spoke these curses after walking in the garden, asking them
why they ate from the tree. If these curses were automatically connected to the eating
of the fruit and disobeying Me, I would not have verbally given them these curses. Write
these curses:
(14) The Lord God said to the serpent,
“Because you have done this,
cursed are you above all livestock
and above all beasts of the field;
on your belly you shall go,
and dust you shall eat
all the days of your life.
(15) I will put enmity between you and the woman,
and between your offspring and her offspring;
he shall bruise your head,
and you shall bruise his heel.”
(16) To the woman He said,
“I will surely multiply your pain in childbearing;
in pain you shall bring forth children.
Your desire shall be contrary to your husband,
but he shall rule over you.”
(17) And to Adam He said,
“Because you have listened to the voice of your wife
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and have eaten of the tree
of which I commanded you,
‘You shall not eat of it,’
cursed is the ground because of you;
in pain you shall eat of it all the days of your life;
(18) thorns and thistles it shall bring forth for you;
and you shall eat the plants of the field.
(19) By the sweat of your face
you shall eat bread,
till you return to the ground,
for out of it you were taken;
for you are dust,
and to dust you shall return.”
—Genesis 3:14-19 ESV
I couldn’t leave Adam and Eve spiritually dead. That is why I kept him from eating from
the tree of life. But one action of disobeying Me made you need to receive the Kingdom
way within the covenant of blood within King Jesus. I am powerful; I could keep Adam
and his female wife from falling into disobedient ways. But they had a way to choose.
One act of disobedient way gave them death.
I gave them a governing of curses. These curses were not the order of the Kingdom way.
Think on this: Paul gave the early churches an order from a curse to bring a woman under
the male. The Great King’s will is to bring governing ways into both the male and female,
not give leading ways into the churches based on a spoken curse to deal with rebellion.
The way of the Kingdom is not under a curse of any. That plan makes it truly feasible for
Deborah or any other female to move in governing with a real leading from the real King.
See it? And within every dispensation, I bring into governing the person best geared to
yield to Kingdom order, which overrules all past and standing ways. See it?
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So, I say, let the male have a leading role of pastor, but still, let a female bring
in Yahweh’s will in a church. Women lead, speak, and govern their house in married
ways and do not take away from the headship of the male. Why would that plan be
difficult to yield in My church gatherings? Let the Body of Yahweh come under order and
give proper placement to male or female who can give Yahweh’s plan.
But now We must give order to the hearing way.

CAN EVERYONE HEAR ME SPEAK?
YAHWEH IS LEADING:
Can everyone hear Me speak? They were both able to hear Me in the garden of Eden
even after they sinned. The serpent also did. Tell Me, would having a closing of the
written way cause Me to stop telling what My created way should move in? To stop
governing—that is also in the way I deal with humans, so I cannot stop. And to yield or
remove that way of “talking” would also hinder My governing. To no longer communicate
with what I created is a hindering plan.
People lead a confused way. Does a creature have to wait in a secret place, attend a
prayer study, or visit church buildings to hear Me speak? Didn’t I give a curse to a serpent,
a creature? And didn’t I give leading guidance to the great fish that swallowed up the
stubborn prophet? Didn’t I give a donkey a way to see the angel and keep Satan’s way
from moving forward? See it? Can Yahweh lead animals this day, or am I hindered
because certain church leaders stated that Revelation is the plan to end all communing
actions?
Think this through. Even with the early church apostles, they didn’t carry the full sign gift
trait into their death. Would Paul have his student take a little wine and not heal him
instead? What of others who were left sick, written in the Scriptures? Does not having
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the ability to walk in major sign gifts bring nullification to the person given a great work?
Did John the Baptist have any real gifts? But he is great.
Look. Are you seeing it? The shift is great into building a Kingdom order, such as the way
to believe in King Jesus as the Way. But look throughout history. Can reformations lead
without having Yahweh bring the power? Can any hearing and seeing lead without
Yahweh bringing it into natural movings? How would My creation on Earth hear Me this
day? I would just share the will.
What has happened with the churches? People are doing what they feel is right in their
eyes. So, groups, cliques, and fads lead. People are craving supernatural engagement.
They see Satan let his workers have movies and entertainment platforms, and they
wonder why churches state that there is no way to engage spirits.
So, people are saying they are “Christian,” but the heart of Christianity is muddy in their
vision. Some are so afraid of hearing a false word that they would rather close off all
hearing plans. They are scared to learn how to gauge prophets, so to have order, all
prophetic utterances are removed.
Every person who says they heard something is not telling the truth. How would you have
ways to see it? There must be a new shifting. There needs to be a structure shaping.
There needs to be a new reformation. But it will not be led by anyone under a church
submission. This order has to take on bringing Kingdom seeing.
This person must be trained directly. No church gathering will give My credit to a faith
healer. There will be a hard governing from this judge that is coming to the surface. You
will see We will not sugarcoat with that person. How can I trust that way? That is why
decades of training came from My hand.
How does the church person speak with Me? Praying is one way. How else? Praise,
worship, and by sitting in quiet ways. Yes, just sitting with Us, letting Us turn you, is very
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important. No one can empty themselves and hope to be filled with Us. Meditate on what
My written Word states. There is a calling even to come into the Kingdom. My Spirit draws
you. Can I draw a person by leaving them alone, no longer interacting with a spirit in the
human body? See it? The drawing way of My Spirit breaks free from the chains of saying
there’s no way I still speak.
With a speaking way, there are more than words. Speaking should include impressing a
thought upon a person. Not automatic writing, nor tuning to a certain fake frequency, as
they would say. To hear Yahweh is to learn the nature of Yahweh and deal with natural
circumstances based on being led down the right path. Guiding a human down the right
path involves knowing the plan of God. Yahweh guides the hearts of kings.
Should guidance come in written statements, or can My Spirit show you the way by
putting a plan in your spirit to adjust with? There is no shame in being a regular hearer
who needs to read the written Word for a structured way to walk into daily circumstances.
There is no shame in saying, “I do not hear Yahweh say to tell anyone anything.” To not
hear Me say anything to give to any doesn’t make you an unconnected way.
Are you craving spending time in My written Word? Are you wanting to pray? Do you
yearn to put Me first and have Me only be your God? Do you hate sinful living? Is your
way craving to bring glory and honor to King Jesus? That is a way of being connected.
Consider this way here: Is your pastor who preaches in the church building closer to
Yahweh because he preaches? And should the pastor have a special way of being viewed
because they have a title? See it?
These fake prophets and apostles crave what status they think comes with being in those
offices, yet they fail to see: Yahweh is hard on those who walk in those placements due
to how they can lead a great many. With a pastor, you would hope your pastor is reading
the written Word, praying, and seeking to have a leading in his spirit as to what to say.
You want a person who has tamed his tongue, who is qualified to lead.
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And wouldn’t you want that leader to have certain ways to engage Yahweh that may not
be granted to all? Are all the hands? Are all the toes? Or are all the mouth? See it? And
with various positions in My Church, there will be ways of outpouring certain skill sets on
a person to have them lead the people well. And when I do give out a privileged gift,
should all in the congregation falsely state they have the same placement? Here is a great
example. Servant, share it.
(1) The Lord said to Moses, (2) “See, I have called by name Bezalel the son
of Uri, son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah, (3) and I have filled him with the
Spirit of God, with ability and intelligence, with knowledge and all
craftsmanship, (4) to devise artistic designs, to work in gold, silver, and
bronze, (5) in cutting stones for setting, and in carving wood, to work in
every craft. (6) And behold, I have appointed with him Oholiab, the son of
Ahisamach, of the tribe of Dan. And I have given to all able men ability,
that they may make all that I have commanded you: (7) the tent of meeting,
and the ark of the testimony, and the mercy seat that is on it, and all the
furnishings of the tent, (8) the table and its utensils, and the pure lampstand
with all its utensils, and the altar of incense, (9) and the altar of burnt
offering with all its utensils, and the basin and its stand, (10) and the finely
worked garments, the holy garments for Aaron the priest and the garments
of his sons, for their service as priests, (11) and the anointing oil and the
fragrant incense for the Holy Place. According to all that I have commanded
you, they shall do.”
—Exodus 31:1-11 ESV
YAHWEH GIVES HIS WILL:
Look at it. The wisdom of Yahweh led in the building up of the old way. The men built
the tabernacle with certain placements, as Yahweh stated. Aaron had his garments done
well. But did I grant the whole assembly the filling of My Spirit with ways to see and
understand what My will is in the great plan? Did all have the ability of the chosen few?
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Did it seem like I loved the chosen few more than I loved the whole congregation? How
detrimental it would be to place a burden on the whole assembly and state that they all
should walk in the wisdom and understanding that carried these few when building up
My placement.
But look at churches this day. They say everyone should talk with Yahweh as if they were
from the days of old. They sell books with steps to be a person who can hear the will
from Yahweh as if having conversations. This approach to having the body train this way
hurts overall growth. People think they are not a “good-standing” Christian when they
cannot say, “I heard God say….” People want to fit in, but they will pretend to do what
others may not actually be able to do.
Even before the shed blood of King Jesus, these men in the Scripture reference were able
to know My will with the leading of My Spirit. Isn’t there a better covenant given this day?
Why do people put a chain of bondage on My people, stating that they must hear and
engage just as they would?
Let’s have a certain standard for the general assembly. Let’s have every Christian drink
Me from the written Word. Stop putting your life story in the way of honor. Look at
Scripture and gauge what is written in the context. If I am dealing with a certain group,
drink that understanding.
What can these people hear? Many Christians cannot even hear a whisper. If I gently
gave instructions by speaking as if We were sitting next to their spirit, there would be
filters in their spirit to keep them from hearing. I give a leading plan in the written Word
on sole authoritative standing to keep My Body in unified structured ways. But what if
Yahweh can still speak? It’s still Yahweh leading in how My work should move in the
earth.
When major challenges lead, there will come placements of a surging that may enable a
person to hear and see or carry great prophet traits to give a change in the culture in My
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Church. The problem comes when these extra-gifted people sell their gifts and aim to
bring every person in the Church to be like them.
And then another problem occurs when a church gathering carries a culture that gives
out no spiritual engagement but happens to witness someone claiming they carry a
hearing or seeing gift. They will automatically say they are a false teacher, prophet, or
Satan’s cult leader due to how they carry no placement to hear and see just as that
person witnessed.
What if, in Moses’ way, they could not embrace the other men having that level of
wisdom? But with the turning away from slavery and building up a free nation, there had
to be safety checks in place: I would punish those who came against or hindered My work
with quick judgment. There had to be a backing that the major changes were My will.
Going to build a nation in the wilderness or building up little churches in Paul’s time
needed a standing proof. But that doesn’t give the saying that I did not bring wisdom
into the Church throughout history to give a way to break free from the leaders of the
day.
And today, there is a world-level reformation prophet coming forward. For thirty years,
Yahweh trained her in hearing and seeing. Ten years in that way were spent in a spiritual
cave, where I closed off the prophet surging and made her deal with heavy rejection
from certain close parties. But why would I need a reformation prophet? Wouldn’t anyone
have the wisdom to see it? The way of the antichrist will be proclaimed with a world-level
declaration.
Yahweh made the prophet. Yahweh trains this reformation prophet. Yahweh expects
submissive ways to Kingdom order. And this is why for over ten years, this servant did
not sit under a church gathering. I had to strip the culture from the servant and make
them learn from My direct engagement. Does that make this servant hear and see? Yes.
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But the hearing and seeing trait is a gift. It’s not normal to hear Yahweh speak in
conversations.
Seersgate, do not make anyone feel as if they do not have spiritual growth. Let it be
clearly stated: I gave Seersgate a plan to hear and see spirit dealings at an unusual level.
Seersgate, you can say a word to Yahweh, and you will get a verbal reply. But this way
of communing requires no effort. There is a literal talking back and forth without hindering
ways.
Conversations with King Jesus; this is now given. The general Church will not embrace
this without real backing. That is why you will carry the heretic, cult leader, jezebel ways
of names. But will that name way cause Yahweh to halt?
What did I do with those other movements of Moses and the early church? I gave backing.
And if you claim the work of this level, there must be more than words. Don’t look for a
team to be like you. Let Me fill them with My Spirit, and the people will work in the healing
tabernacles you will build. Power has come. Now let’s go to work.
***
A special note: Sometimes, Yahweh doesn’t say “an” when needed but would use an “a.”
It’s not a grammatical error but a note of the actual way spoken.
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